Bitireland Broker Limited
Website Cookies Policy
What are cookies?
Cookies are small data files placed on your computer or internet enabled device by websites in order
to add functionality. A cookie can be used to identify a user’s computer or internet enabled device to
the website, or to other third party websites. This allows websites to improve the way they work, such
as remembering preferences expressed by a user or tracking a user’s use of a website for statistical
analysis.
What types of cookies are used on this site?
The following types of cookie are set on this website (the “Website”):


Strictly necessary cookies;



Functionality cookies;



Performance cookies; and



Targeting/Advertising cookies.

These cookies are a mixture of first party cookies, which we set ourselves, and third party cookies that
are set by third party service providers.
Cookie functions
Functionality Cookies
These cookies allow the Website to remember choices you make and provide enhanced and more
personal features. We use the following functionality cookies:
Cookie Name

Function

Cookie Type

Bitireland

cookieconsent_status

Used to remember the cookie consent choice

First Party

Any Chart

5a8c8ba2cfb8d
GAUI
__insp_norec_sess
__insp_nv
__insp_slim
__insp_targlpt
__insp_targlpu
__insp_wid
__lc.visitor_id.1006188
_ga
autoinvite_callback
lc_window_state

These cookies are set by AnyChart , company
that provides Interactive Data Visualization to
our website. See AnyChart`s privacy policy:
https://www.anychart.com/privacy/

Third Party
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Live Chat

Cookie Name

Function

LiveChat_2001
LiveChat_2002
__lc.visitor_id.1520
__lc_vv
__livechat
__livechat_chat
__livechat_lastvisit
_ga
_gid
amplitude_idlivechatinc.com
autoinvite_callback
hide_eye_catcher
landing_page
lc.9479070.secret_id
lc_window_state
main_window_timestamp
main_window_timestamp_0
message_text
notification[new_messages]
notification[status_ping]
recent_window
referrer

These cookies are set by LiveChat Inc. a USA
based company that provides online chat
software to our website, enabling them to
engage in live text-based conversations with
their visitors. See LiveChat’s privacy policy:
https://www.livechatinc.com/privacypolicy/

Cookie Type
Third Party

Performance Cookies
Cookies are also set to analyse how our visitors use the Website and to monitor the performance of the
Website. This allows visitors to receive a high quality experience through customised offerings and it
facilitates timely identification and resolution of any issues that arise. The following performance
cookies are used on the Website:
Cookie Name
Bitireland

Function

ARRAffinity

АRR cleverly keeps track of connecting users
by giving them a special cookie (known as an
affinity cookie), which allows it to know,
upon subsequent requests, to which server
instance they were talking to.

_ga

Google Analytics cookie, used to distinguish
users.

_gid

This cookie is used to analyze activity on our
website and application which will be used
improve the user experience. This
information is shared with Google.

ai_session
ai_user

Those cookie names are associated with the
Microsoft Application Insights software,
which collects statistical usage and telemetry
information for apps built on the Azure cloud
platform.

Cookie Type
Third Party
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Managing cookies
If you do not want your browser to accept cookies, you can turn off the cookie acceptance option in
your browser settings. For further information about how to turn off cookie acceptance please refer to
the “Help” function in your browser.
Please note that disabling cookie support may prevent the Website from functioning properly and you
may not be able to fully utilise all of its features and services.
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